Identification of novel potential HIF-prolyl hydroxylase inhibitors by in silico screening.
Suppression of HIF-prolyl hydroxylase (PHD) activity by small-molecule inhibitors leads to the stabilization of hypoxia inducible factor and has been recognized as promising drug target for the treatment of ischemic diseases. In this study, pharmacophore-based virtual screening and molecular docking approaches were concurrently used with suitable modifications to identify target-specific PHD inhibitors with better absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion properties and to readily minimize false positives and false negatives. A customized method based on the active site information of the enzyme was used to generate a pharmacophore hypothesis (AAANR). The hypothesis was validated and utilized for chemical database screening and the retrieved hit compounds were subjected to molecular docking for further refinement. AAANR hypothesis comprised three H-bond acceptor, one negative ionizable group and one aromatic ring feature. The hypothesis was validated using decoy set with a goodness of fit score of 2 and was used as a 3D query for database screening. After manual selection, molecular docking and further refinement based on the molecular interactions of inhibitors with the essential amino acid residues, 18 hits with good absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME) properties were selected as excellent PHD inhibitors. The best pharmacophore hypothesis, AAANR, contains chemical features required for the effective inhibition of PHD. Using AAANR, we have identified 18 potential and diverse virtual leads, which can be readily evaluated for their potency as novel inhibitors of PHD. It can be concluded that the combination of pharmacophore, molecular docking, and manual interpretation approaches can be more successful than the traditional approach alone for discovering more effective inhibitors.